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Introduction
The emergence of professional virtual communities (PVCs) has provided a solution, new ways and techniques into knowledge management and sharing both in organization and professional settings. Rapid growth and extensive exchange of information and knowledge through different kinds of virtual communities has provide a whole new world of professional development and growth. Community members share their ideas, thoughts and solutions, solve professional problems, improve individual skills, search for a cooperation and create innovations. But here is a question: do the members of these communities use the community only as a professional guide in their field, or there are other goals and interests, which help the community to function and develop? To find the answer, we need to look closely to the both external and internal structure of community communication, and first of all - what are the communities main goals in values in terms of user's choice of topics and what “secret rules” they use to communicate to each other and to foster the sense of community shared between the members.

Professional Virtual Community
Virtual Communities (VCs) are historically described as places on the web where people can find and then “talk” to others with similar interests, using the Internet sites, resources and protocols. One of the fist classifications by Whittaker, Issacs and O’Day (Whittaker et al.1997 ) identifies core attributes of VC includes a shared goal, repeated, active participation, emotional ties, shared activities among participants, access to shared resources, reciprocity of information, support and services among members, shared context of social conventions, language and protocols et.c. The slightly different scheme proposed by Lazar and Preece (Lazar , Preece, 1998) includes three major features to distinguish the VC’s: attributes of VCs (shared goal or interest, shared activities among community members, access to shared resources et.c), supporting software (Newsgroups, Bulletin boards, Internet relay chat, forums...), their relationship to physical communities (communities based on physical communities (local forums), communities somewhat based on physical communities (hobby-based communities, sports communities), and purely online communities where members prefer anonymity (support communities, some chats and boards) and sociological concept of boundedness (tightly bound in the company’s intranet or loosely bound as in most internet communities).

According to Lee there are four main features for a successful virtual community. These features include the following: a virtual community must
be constructed based upon a computer-mediated space (cyberspace), the main driving force of the community’s activity and the main communication channel is information technology; participants of a virtual community determine the topics and contents of a virtual community’s communication; contacts among members promote and foster the relationships within a virtual community. (Lee et al., 2002, Tamjidyamcholo et al., 2014). Y. Zhang, S.R. Hiltz (Y. Zhang, S.R. Hiltz,2003) and Andrews (Andrews,2002) agreed about mixed motivation of people who come to a virtual community: not just seeking information or knowledge and solving problem, but also a place to meet other people, to seek friendship, sense of community and affiliation. Butler explained four types of individual benefits from the participation in virtual community: information benefits (access to useful information), social benefits (social affiliation and support), visibility benefits (professional reputation growing and retesting), and altruistic benefits (joy of helping others) (Butler et al. 2002).

Professional virtual communities (PVCs), there also very similar term Virtual Communities of Practice (VCoPs) which have the same definition, sometimes the PVC define as a subclass of VCoPs (Dudezert et al.,2006) are different in some ways from general virtual communities. Wenger defines a professional virtual community as an expanded community with a shared activity (Wenger, 1998, Tamjidyamcholo et al. 2014), stresses that the main difference from ordinary virtual community is its users common professional background. Chen and Hung propose what a key achievement of PVCs is to presentation of novel insights and frameworks for knowledge sharing and management at the institutional context (Chen and Hung, 2010). Participants start to communicate in PVCs trying to solve their professional problems and presents some solutions to the other participants, thus grow their expertise in a professional field.

During the last decades, many commercial and non-commercial institutions started to facilitate growth of such a communities inside their professional field, considering them as an effective tool for the development not only inside particular organization, but for the broader area of professional expertise. Hagel considers a professional virtual community as a virtual community with common interests. Such a community aim to gathers people with shared expertise and knowledge about a particular professional area (medicine, IT, teaching e.t.c). Simillarly, according to Bressler and Grantham (Bressler and Grantham, 2000) professional virtual community brings together individuals with similar interests who cooperate with each other in order to accomplish common goals.
Boughzala and Kaouane (Boughzala and Kaouane, 2004) describe the lifecycle of PVC’s as a 6-staged process, includes Emergence, Structuration, Maturation, Officialisation, Consolidation and Evolution stages; through the constant process of changes the community firstly emerges around some purpose, or idea, then grows larger and becomes useful and well-structured and at the end of the lifecycle regroups to the new task.

Katzy and Ma classify virtual professional communities into intra-firm, inter-firm and public professional communities (Katzy and Ma, 2002). Intra-firm communities have the purpose to improve knowledge sharing among employees of only one organization, the inter-firm communities provide link between different organisations and/or between organisations and their customers and public professional communities usually open to all qualified professionals in some area. Followings Dudezert and Lefebvre, Roos and Sardas (Dudezert et al. 2006) we propose two main research areas in the field of PVC analysis. The first of them deals with communities structure and operations, the second is about learning (and how to increase the learning process and knowledge sharing) inside the community.

**PVC’s Members Behaviour**
Despite the fact that the user’s behaviour inside the PVC’s can change through the time and depends on numbers of community organization’s factors and growth of expertise, there are some ways to divide the participants to different groups according to their participating activity. Chang (Chang et al 2009), Gabbay and Le May (Gabbay and Le May, 2009) and Vázquez-Bronfman (Vázquez-Bronfman, 2011) show that some people invested more to learning from and communicate with other members, and others only want to be informed about some results or just to receive an answer to their questions. Based on that fact, Chang (Chang et al.2009) and Gabbay and Le May (Gabbay and Le May, 2009) show the three levels of participating in community. The first level is the core group of active members of community (approximately 15% of community), The second group is regular members, but not so active as previous group (15 - 20%), the last one is peripheral group - the group without active participation, limited readers and users (not creators) of information. There are also a number of researches show a positive link between frequency of active using PVC and users satisfaction of the PVC’s (Anandarajan, Igbaria, & Anakwe, 2002, Jiménez-Zarco et al. 2014) which corresponds with user’s visibility benefits discussed early.
Community’s Values
Following Oyserman (Oyserman, 2015), we describe values as an internalized cognitive structures that guide choices by evoking a sense of basic principles of right and wrong, a sense of priorities, and a willingness to make meaning and see patterns. Like other cognitive constructs, values can be studied at the individual level or at the group level: values are internalized social representations and moral beliefs, which guide the person’s course of actions, values are also internalization of sociocultural goals that provide a means of self-regulation of impulses and values are scripts or cultural ideals held in common by members of a group; the group’s ‘social mind. Therefore every developed society, both in real world and in the Internet has their own set of values, which helps to regulate the behaviour of community members and to increase the number of social links between the members. And, if we speak about virtual communication, the community values have always presented in community verbal and text production (such as posts, comments, articles, forum messages etc).

Hypotheses
In order to understand the community's goals and values we can derive the following hypotheses:

1. The network of “Follower-followee” connections is a power-law graph. According to Janssen and Pralat (Janssen, Prałat 2010) a network with a ranking scheme for nodes obeys the power-law degree distribution, and Habrahabr already has two built-in ranking schemes: karma and rating.

2. The top of the network consists of not only IT-professionals but a people with different fields of expertise. We think so, because IT is related to many other fields like Physics, Mathematics, Business, Art etc. and participants have different backgrounds. We also think that these non-IT participants will be in the top of network, maybe if their background is related to the Habrahabr values.

3. We can find a different types of active/passive behaviour in the community, there are significantly different number of people, includes in that classes.

4. There are specific discourses about the "others", which can be used to consolidate the community and construct the group identity.

5. There are a lot of profession-oriented topics, which involve a lot of professional terminology as well as some words to describe a profession-oriented cognitive concepts and processes.
Methods and Sample

The PVC Description

In our current research we focus on the biggest Russian IT PVC called Habrahabr (placed at habrahabr.ru). The community starts at 2006 and contains 596371 users at the moment of research, but the most part them has a read-only account. This explains by Habrahabr rules: the person achieves rights to write comments and posts only after the invitation procedure from other users (who have a limited numbers of invitations) or after the publishing the a high-rated post in a special Habrahabr inner blog (called “the Sandbox”). Approximately 85% of users are registered as males, 6% - as females and 13% used no gender. According to site the community's primary goals are professional development and information sharing between users, specialized in IT. Recently, after we finished extracting the information from the resource, the Habrahabr’s management decided to divide the content and (partly) user’s community for a three semi-independent sites in order to “purify” the strong IT-related topics from other popular technical, science and management content. We discuss this decision and its consequences in the conclusion.

Methods

Social network analysis

In this research we use several SNA methods to investigate the structure of “Follower-Followee” network.

To determine the type of network and form of its degree distribution, we use two approaches: qualitative and quantitative. The qualitative approach is based on plotting complex network portrait (Bagrow et al. 2008). This method allows us visually narrow down a scope of possible complex network types to a particular family. The quantitative approach is based on calculating the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness of fit test for power law distribution (Clauset et al., 2009) via igraph package (Csardi, Nepusz, 2006). From that we can get a power for the power law.

To measure significance of a node we use PageRank, HITS and betweenness centrality(calculated via igraph).

Betweenness centrality (Freeman, 1979) of a node is defined as the fraction of shortest paths between node pairs(excluding that node) going through that node. It is often used as measure of significance in epidemiology(Christley et al.,2005).

PageRank is a random-walk algorithm developed by Brin and Page at Google. It is used by Google as way to rank results of the web search(Brin and Page, 1998).
HITS – Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (Kleinberg, 1999) separates nodes into two groups: authorities (high indegree) and hubs (connected to many authorities), thus allowing us to use two types of significance measure.

To identify correlations between user characteristics (karma, number of posts, votes and comments) and node characteristics (indegree, outdegree, betweenness, PageRank, HITS hubs and authorities) we use Spearman’s rho method implemented in pspearman R package (Savicky, 2014). To plot the correlation matrix we use the corplot package (Taiyun, 2013). Inside of the analysis script we use plyr R package (Wickham, 2011) for inner joins and arrangements.

**Classification**

To classify the users by their user and node characteristics we came up with the following scheme:

We classify users by three characteristics (eight possible classes): indegree, outdegree and number of comments, according to its value compared to median of respective characteristic. For example, we attach user U to class 001 if U’s indegree and outdegree are lower than indegree and outdegree median.

This classification gives an useful insight into the behavior of the user. The indegree is a measure of the user’s value as a source of information. The outdegree - as a sink of information capacity. The number of comments shows how readily the user participates in interpersonal communication. The 3d-scatterplots of classes are plotted via scatterplot3d (Ligges and Mächler, 2003).
Linguo-Statistical analysis
In current research we used the word-frequency metrics and compare the results to the same words frequencies in http://bokrcorpora.narod.ru/frqlist/frqlist-en.html (The frequency dictionary for Russian).

Discourse Analysis
We used the CDA (Critical discourse analysis) version of discourse analysis, focusing on the larger social practice of modern Russian IT-discourse (both inside and the outside of IT-community) to identify the groups, (possibly) oppressed by the community’s members (Janks,1999) and made a classification of statements about “Others”.

Results
Complex Network Structure
The “Follower-followee” network is a power-law graph with the power equal to 2.86911420522329(p-value = 0.983153198384792), which is similar to the Barabasi-Albert network which has the power equal to 3. If we look at the portraits of Habrahabr and BA networks, we will see the similar patterns. Portrait of Barabasi-Albert network was obtained from http://people.clarkson.edu/~dbenavra/B_matrix_site/. The Habrahabr network obeys the preferential attachment rule, because it is similar to BA.

The first one is the Barabasi-Albert network portrait and the second is Habrahabr network portrait.
**User and Node Characteristics Correlations**

There are a lot of significant (p-value smaller than 0.05) positive correlations between node and user characteristics. The strongest three are between number of comments and indegree(0.68), PageRank(0.66), HITS hubs(0.63). The weakest three are between HITS authorities and number of posts(0.06), karma(0.07) and number of votes(0.08). There are no negative correlations.
User Classification

Using the classification scheme we came up with these classes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class number</th>
<th>Indegree</th>
<th>Outdegree</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Class name</th>
<th>Class size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>mass</td>
<td>11491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>talkers</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>readers</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>readers-talkers</td>
<td>5145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>writers</td>
<td>12994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>writers-talkers</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>readers-writers</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>activists</td>
<td>19604</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can consider indegree an ability to be interesting to read, outdegree - a tendency to read interesting people frequently and number of comments - a willingness to participate in conversations with others. With the former considerations in mind, we observe strict patterns in user behaviour: we can strictly divide those classes as active in writing posts and in conversation(writers + readers-talkers), active in every form of activity (activists) and passive (mass). We do not observe boundary behaviour (for example talkers - eager to write comments, but they don’t read and they are never read; writers-talkers - write only posts and comments, but don’t read anything; or readers-writers - don’t participate in conversations). These three types of activity(writing interesting stuff, reading posts and comments of the others and commenting the posts) are strongly connected: one does not talk(write comments) about something he did not read (unless he/she is a troll or spammer), one also does not usually write his/her own posts and comment only posts he/she had written. It is also not common for user to write and read posts, but don’t talk about them with others in the community.

Non-IT People at the Top of PVC

To find how many IT-unrelated users there are at the top of the network we evaluated the users at top-100 of all node characteristics. After removing
duplicates we were left with 199 users. For each user we have looked through their profile and tried to deduce his/her field of expertise. We found 22 different fields. The fields of Marketing, Business, Science, Engineering, Management, Media, Design, Celebrity (special group for people held as celebrity by the community), Medicine and Government are considered IT-unrelated. The fields of Web, Information security, Software development, System administration, Interface design, Usability, Testing, Game development and Other IT. The users whose field we failed to identify were tagged Unknown, this group was excluded from the analysis. The groups Habrahabr and Company blog were considered too broad therefore excluded from the analysis. So, we were left with 161 users. Almost half (72) of them are IT-unrelated, the other 89 - IT-related.

![Barplot of top 161 users related and unrelated to IT](image)

**Linguistics Content of PVC's Communication**

For a research purpose we created a corpus based on 4355916 words from user’s comments. We compare the corpus to the modern Russian frequency dictionary [http://bokcorpora.narod.ru/frqlist/frqlist-en.html](http://bokcorpora.narod.ru/frqlist/frqlist-en.html) (based on 50 000 000 words). After evaluating frequencies of the most popular words in our list (the words which have both high absolute and relative frequencies) we found these key features describing the prime content of the communication:

- we have a very highly ranked nouns defining the key concepts of everyday programmers work such as “code” (and “coder”), “program” (“programmer”), “soft”, “data”, “driver”, “algorithm”, “user”, “server”, “processor” etc. It shows us that the communication inside the community is highly profession-oriented. It also includes a lot of concepts and processes from the user’s everyday life
there are a lot of top-ranked verbs, which can be divided in three big groups, the first one is connected with current topic/paper, which generates the discussion (“to read”, “to write”, “to understand”), the second one presents the processes of thinking and creation of knowledge or a product (“to know”, “to create”, “to realize”) and a third one is about current processes at work (“to code”, “to implement”).

- the using of adjectives is very limited and mostly concentrated in “good-bad” dichotomy. This is also can be described in terms of professional-orientedness of communication inside the community and preferences of clear, non-emotional description of problems and results

The results supports the hypothesis about highly profession-oriented content of Habrahabr’s communication and the typical processes of topics discussions and work-related problem solving in the communication

**Concept of “Others” in PVC**

**Discourse About “Women”**

Based on statistical information about the community’s gender composition and a previous works which describe the Russian IT-community as mostly male-oriented (ИД «Компьютерра», 2003, Girls in ICT 2012), we created a corpus of comments, which included the terms “girl” and “woman” and a number of synonyms and randomly took the 200 comments at the closer look.

We used a number of bimodal scales, which represents the main topics, invoke the terms. Analyzing the content of the messages we found the following:

- there are three major groups of topics, which include term “woman” as a key concept to the comment; the first one is about contrasting men (“us”) and women (“them”) as possessing different kinds of personal and professional interests, talents and intellectual abilities (there was just a few comments, include opposite view of “women’s similarity to the men”, and these comments arose only as a contradiction to the previous statement) These comments usually not only contrast the sexes, but also stress the superiority of man’s possessions. One of the most popular semi-type of this group is the topics about women’s inability to be successful in IT area, especially in programming. The second group is objectification of women, presenting women (sometimes parts of their bodies) as just a sexual object without any personal features. The third major group of comments are about active denying the discrimination in IT.
if anybody in the community starts to protest against this highly misogynic way of thinking about women (usually by storytelling about remarkable women who break these stereotypes) the community denies this by presenting the concept of “unusual woman” - a person different from other women therefore not a woman at all in terms of community’s definition.

- the most topics, invoking the “women’s theme” use irony or sarcasm towards the object. It helps to create a “not a person” view of women and also can be used by community members as an excuse to very inhumanistic statements.

Discourse About Humanities Majors

As a starting point in search for the next “Them” group on Habrahabr.ru we used popular Russian statements about inevitable rivalry between people with different professional education (especially between techs and humanities majors). Because of (mostly) tech-oriented nature of the PVC and number of chosen non-IT topics and users we discussed in the previous sections, we expected rather few people with a strictly non-technical background within the community and unpleasant, caricature image of them. We used the same procedure as in our previous study of “women” concept, but in this time we added a special “liking” metrics to evaluate the average favouring of comments groups by community members. Using the categorization procedure and evaluation by experts we found the following:

- The major part of topics involving humanity’s major describes this person as a complete stranger, with different (inferior) type of mind and very irrational behaviour; but there is a sufficiently big corpus of apologetic statements about the group (much bigger than in women’s case)

- There is a tendency to use this term as synonymous to the lay people, commoners compared to intellectual and knowledgeable people from IT and other technical fields.

We have also compared the harsh statements about “humanitarians” to less abundant apologetic ones using the median metrics of average “liking” of comments, and found the higher level of approval to the “humanitarian are stupid” statement than the contrast position.

Comparing these two outcasts groups we can support the hypothesis about complex and well-developed concept of “other” people and groups outside the community, which can be portrayed in a highly caricature way in order to consolidate the community by comparing “them” to “us” (to the proper PVC
members). Those images order the community members to speak about the subjects in such manner. The complex nature of others image also may serve as sign of the community’s maturity.

**Discussion and Conclusion**
This study uses an integrated multi-modal approach to PVC analysis with the main focus on the processes of ranking and evaluation used by community members to rate the statements of other members, the members themselves and people outside the community. We want to stress two main findings that deserve considerable attention both in case of scientific research and in a practice of PVC design and support. The first one is that despite the fact that the communication is highly profession-oriented, there are a lot of very popular IT-unrelated participants and unspecialized topics (but the range of those topics is restricted by the community). These topics represent the typical interests of community members alongside with the main values; there is also a possibility of these topics serving integral function, helping “glue” community together by appealing to the high-level community culture’s values thus intensifying the linking inside the community. Recently the community management decided to split the community into three parts (and three different sites), basing on the formal content of topics (It-topics, “Hobby”-topics and management topics); the decision raised negative reaction from users and followed to the diminishing the number of comments and views of HabraHarb’s pages, but we’re not sure is the effect temporary or permanent. The second important finding is a very harsh and complex image of “others” inside the community. The image includes supporting aggression towards the people outside the community (both in professional and a smaller PVC’s senses) which harms effective interprofessional contacts and interferes with the integration of outcasts (for example, women-programmers) in the community. We think this image needs to be destroyed for the community to be more open and effective.
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